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NOTA BENE
Pre'Spring Break Spectacular!
Wednesday, March 8, 2000

NEW EVENING VEE P:

Evening Students
are Missing Out
BY ANGELA HSU

News Editor
Lisa Brown, who ran unopposed for Evening
vice-President, is already hard at work making sure
that the evening students are not left out in the cold.
She says that while many programs are able to ac
commodate the students' scheduling needs, they still
miss out on a lot of interesting and important events.
For instance, it is difficult for evening students
to participate in the clinical program because most
of the work that is done in preparation for trial oc
curs during the weekday. Brown would like to start
another clinic that would allow students to give le
gal advice to nursing home patients and their fami
lies on the weekends.
Also, she's looking in to the possibility of Sat
urday classes and having more CDO events in the
evening. Brown is also concerned that GW is not
doing enough to support the needs of students with
children. A number of other schools, including
Georgetown Law School, provide their students and
faculty with childcare. She is looking into the vi
ability of a law school nursery or a co-op situation.
Brown would also like to see more election
publicity the next time around. This year, there was
a very low-turn out, a consequence of evening stu
dents not knowing where the elections were being
held.
"There wasn't a big sign telling us where to
cast our ballots. Most evening students don't even
go near the Burns Alcove. There would've been more
evening student response if there was more public
ity and they extended the hours of voting to 8:30 so
that we could've voted after class instead of before
class when everyone is in a rush."

Long Standing Controversy
Over Hard News Heats Up
Nonetheless, the prevailing mood on campus tends
to be that the postings have outlived their purpose. Many
Staff Writer
perceive them as hostile and on one of his recent postings,
a student had scrawled "obnoxious".
Shortly after the March 1st edition of Nota Bene hit
Professor Banzhaf claims that the postings are in
the floor by the Pepsi machine in the main
tended to be nothing be
hall last Wednesday, Professor John
yond constructive criti
Banzhaf posted his most recent review of
cisms, though he is not
the newspaper.
surprised to discover that
After the previous edition of Nota
some students would take
them personally. Appar
Bene, Professor Banzhaf posted a mock
quiz entitled "News 101" which compared
ently, years ago, the Pro
stories in Nota Bene to issues Professor
fessor attended a staff
Banzhaf would like to see in our pages.
meeting, when the paper
"News 101" was met by a direct counterwas known as The Advo
posting entitled "Professorship 101;" a
cate, and was disap
mock quiz which compared attributes of
pointed with the organiza
nameless professors and asked students to
tion and quality of the
pick the example of the professor who had Professor John F. Banzhaf III & Former SBA
work.
President Nathan Williams
the most time on his or her hands.
About five years
Truth be known, at the start of this
ago, he conducted a sur
semester, no less than four new staff writers showed up to vey of students and concluded that the majority of students
a Nota Bene staff meeting and cited Professor Banzhaf's wanted to read about "hard news" of the law school.
postings at least partly responsible for their interest.
Since then, his campaign of constructive criticism,
These new additions have not changed the quality of perceived by many as a personal Jihad against Nota Bene,
the paper, at least in Professor Banzhaf s estimation. In has apparently been non-stop. The Professor acknowledged
the opinion of many students, however, the newspaper has that, although for awhile it looked like he was getting
improved and, moreover, has always been appreciated.
through, his campaign is not having the desired affect.
In the interests of privacy, the following opinions Tirelessly, he forges ahead, convinced that confrontation
were not gathered as "official comments" and therefore, produces results.
the students will remain nameless. The majority of these
During this interview, while the Professor was re
students indicated that Professor Banzhaf s postings are sponding to allegations that the students were fed up with
not appreciated.
his posting, as if orchestrated, the former President of the
One former student of Professor Banzhaf stated that SBA, Nathan Williams, appeared like an avenger and be
he "should grow up". Despite the fact that Professor gan tearing down the Professor's latest postings.
Banzhaf seems to be particularly unpopular amongst his
A minor altercation ensued during which it was ap
former female students, there are those who acknowledge parent that Williams was the manifestation of those who
the validity of his comments. They are, however, few and are fed up with Professor Banzhafs antics. The Professor
far between.
BY MATT BRY ANT

See HEAT page 3

Faculty Proposes Upperlevel Skills
Course as Graduation Requirement
BY ANGELA HSU

tant that students have
2000 due to student inter
News Editor
some experience in the
est in courses specifically
practical art of lawyering.
devoted to these skills: Le
gal Drafting, Advanced
In an effort to better equip students While our curriculum pro
Legal Research and Law
with practical legal skills, the faculty is vides many opportunities
considering a proposal to establish a sec for students to obtain this
and Rhetoric.
experience such asthrough
ond upper-level skills requirement.
Legal drafting will
cover the necessary skills
In order to graduate, students would clinics and seminars, there
need to complete a class that satisfies this are some students who
required to draft litigation
new skills requirement in addition to meet graduate end up graduat
and transactional docu
ments and will be taught
ing the writing requirement that is currently ing without these skills."
That view is coun
as a two-unit course by an
in place. If th e proposal is approved, cur
adjunct professor. Profes
rent lL's would be the first class to be af tered by some faculty
members who feel
sor Pagel will be
fected.
••
The proposal comes as a response to that students should
••
teaching Advanced
growing concern by legal professionals that be completely free to
Legal
Research as a
"It's important that students
law school students are graduating without choose their courses.
two-unit class, and
have some experience in the
the necessary skills required in practice.
he will provide an
practical art of lawyering...
While the pro
These include oral advocacy, client inter
in-depth review of
there are some students who
posal remains on the
the legal research
viewing and brief writing.
Some top schools suchas Georgetown table, three new up
tools discussed in
graduate end up... without
and NYU currently require an upper level per level research
first-year
writing
these skills."
skills course in order to better prepare their and writing courses
classes as well asau-Dean Transgrud
students. Associate Dean for Academic Af were approved at a
See SKILLS
fairs, Roger Trangsrud agrees that these re faculty meeting last
page 4
quirements are a good idea. "It's impor Friday, February 25,
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EDITORIAL

GW LAW: Livin' in a
Low-Tech Paradise
One of GW's apparent strengths is our intellectual property
program, right? A sizeable chunk of that 95% employed six months out of
law school can be attributed to IP firms. What kind of work do you think
those IP firms do? That's right, high technology law. High technology law
is currently the largest growing practice area. Moreover, the entire profes
sion now demands technically savvy practitioners. The administration can
either step up to the plate and produce students who can compete or sit
back and watch "that wacky Internet thing" continue to take off. Let's
finally do something right and invest in high technology.
Memo to the administration: the answer to every quandary
over a high tech purchase is just do it. Don't ask questions,
just make the investment. It will be worth it. This is not a
time to be cheap. This is not the eight track or beta.
Computers are not going anywhere. They're going every
where. Sojustdoit. Don't ask questions. Just do it.
First, students should be able to take exams on their
laptops. Professor Raven-Hansen, a professor on the
Computer Committee, has always been fond of what real
lawyers do. In that vein, real lawyers work on computers
and not in blue books. So, at least where an exam is open
book, the administration should allow students to use
laptops to take their exams. Don't ask questions. Just do
it.
Second, no more dot matrix printers. Donate them to the
Smithsonian. We understand that this means the school
would have to purchase more laser printers. The school
could allow a small allotment of free printing for the
semester. Once it's gone, it's gone. Other universities do
it. We should too. Don't ask questions. Just do it.
Third, and most importantly, increase the amount of dial up slots
for at home use as well as the amount of time allotted per dial-up use. Try
two hours. We understand there is a cost associated with this but it will be
worth it. Students are now encouraged and even required to do research
on-line, get a job through the CDO on-line, access their entire syllabus on
line and more. With the amount of school-related work we must do on-line,
we need a r eliable, fast and available school server. We can barely get on
the network and stay on long enough to complete research and the like.
Working with OCI+ is no 35 minutes or less experience. And a little new
media wake-up call. Students don't get on the Internet to do research, sign
off and then two hours later get on and go e-shopping for a t-shirt. This
generation knows (and the next generation will know) how to multitask. It
all takes place at once; the 35-minute idea is therefore a bust. So please
don't tell the students to get your own for non-school purposes. Besides,
this is simply not the thing to haggle about. This school should aim to get
every student on the Internet NOW. Thank God for the new economy, it's
the only thing keeping our students employed. For the last time, don't ask
questions. Just do it.
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And now back to the news...
"the end of the Feud?"
Dear Nota Bene,
I think that it has reached the time
that somebody from the non-Nota Bene
community chipped in with his feelings on
the ridiculous situation concerning Profes
sor John Banzhaf. I, along with the much
of the rest of the law school community,
have grown tired of the array of flyers and
posters on the door of every last classroom
in the school. So without further ado, let
us attempt to try to put an end to this non
sense.
Professor Banzhaf has obviously
shown an admirable passion for the integ
rity of the Nota Bene and for the reading
pleasure of the students, but seems to be
mistaken on one key issue. While I am ap
preciative of the "care" for the students that
he shows with his assorted media, Profes
sor Banzhaf is operating under the assump
tion that the average law student actually
wants to read the "newsworthy" story of
which he speaks. He assumes that when I
open up the newspaper, I want to read a
story about affirmative action in our jour
nals or his feelings about the faculty at our
institution. He criticizes the Nota Bene's
use ofits space to talk about Barrister's Ball
fashion faux pasand the movies ofthe week,
but I wonder whether he has actually taken
the time lately to ask the students how they
feel about the stories.
He makes constant reference to this
mystical and ubiquitous survey in which he
supposedly polled the law school commu
nity on their journalistic taste. My ques
tions to the good professor, though, remain
- 1) WHERE IS THE SURVEY? and 2)
WHEN WAS THE SURVEY CON
DUCTED? I have my doubts on the re
sults as he presents them, based on my ob
servations of s tudent reactions when they
see his assorted postings stapled to every
last crevice in Stockton. There is a collec
tive groan when we see the bold typeface

60-point font which reads - "Wrong,
Wrong, Wrong", but I do not hear the sa
me
reaction when students open the Nota Bene
and read about Scream 111. Therefore, I
believe that it may be JBIII who is misin
formed, rather than the hard working staff
of Nota Bene.
I also take some offense to his con
stant written statements about the ineffec
tiveness of the Student Bar Association. I
have served on the SBA for both of myfirst
two years at GW, and have never once seen
Professor Banzhaf at a meeting. I believe
that his criticism and argument might be a
bit more constructive if backed with some
of his own "hard facts." I believe that it
was actuallyProfessor Banzhaf himself who
taught us that very lesson of the importance
of supporting one's arguments, from his
podium in first-year Torts. It seems as if
he is "Suing the Bastards" before actually
deciphering whether the "bastards" are in
the wrong. This malpractice and libel, two
terms derived, once again, from my Torts
experience, may well serve as a cover story
in the next issue.
My suggestion to Professor Banzhaf
is that he show us this poll, or, in the alter
native, conduct a new one, before resorting
to arrogant and mean-spirited attacks on
our school newspaper. If he does indeed
find that the students would rather read
about the "hard" stories which he proposes,
then I would be happy to see his smiling
face and suggestions on the next cover, but
until then, I think that I speak for much of
GW when I ask that he stop being the pro
verbial voice of the law student. It may
well have been correct that in the past, law
students wanted to read about the latest ten
ure issue, but I have a strange feeling that
Professor Banzhaf is less in touch with the
current law student than he believes.
Seth A. Giller, 2L-Day

A "private" (?) letter from Professor Banzhaf
Some time ago I wrote a letter to the
Editor noting seven major news stories of
obvious interest to law students which were
being overlooked, and suggesting five
simple ways for improving the paper's cov
erage without substantially increasing the
amount of work required to produce an ar
ticle.
I wrote as someone who has authored
(and has had published) more articles in
the law school newspaper than all other fac
ulty members combined; who has attended
many meetings called by the newspaper
seeking advice and suggestions for improv
ing the paper, and who had previously writ
ten more than a dozen letters to the editors
trying to bring the paper back to the posi
tion it used to occupy at the Law School
where it did provide regular coverage of
important law school issues.
Nevertheless, the Editors announced
in an editorial that they were refusing to
publish my letter, edited or unedited, no
reason given. Therefore, since I was ap
parently being denied access to the normal
means of communicating to the law school
community, I have been forced to use a va
riety of postings to try to make avery simple
point: The Law School Newspaper is not
Reporting on many developments of ob
vious interest and importance to Law Stu
dents, and the Students are thus being
deprived of opportunities to influence
decisions which affect them.
Now, encou raged to try writing

again by a law student who has just joined
the Nota Bene [NB] staff asa result of some
of the issues I have raised, I am trying to
make the same basic point by again pro
viding very specific examples of what law
students are NOT being told.
TUITION: Several weeks ago law
school tuition was increased 4.78% to
$26,300, yet several issues has gone by
without reporting a word about it. Law stu
dents might want to know why their in
crease was higher than the undergraduates',
and how much of that increase will go to
the Law School and how much will go to
general University overhead. The issue of
the allocation of law school tuition was
important enough that it sparked a major
protest and a law student march on Rice
Hall just a few short years ago. Probably it
is still important enough to warrant a few
column inches of reporting.
NEW RULES: A NB article said
"many students wondered why students
weren't informed" of a grading change in
a single course affecting a small number of
students until after the change had been
adopted. But the NB hasn't yet told stu
dents of a proposal coming up for faculty
approval to impose an additional writing
requirement on ALL law students. I thin k
law students would like to know about the
proposal, and perhaps have an opportunity
to comment on it, before it is imposed upon

See BANZHAF page 3
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NEWS & EDITORIAL
BANZHAF FROM PAGE 2
them and becomes a condition for graduation.
CHEATING: A new report explains how and why
several law students were expelled or disciplined for cheat
ing during the past year. When I put this information on a
poster the day the NB failed to report on it, some students
could not believe it and asked me if it were really true. It
is, and law students would probably be interested to learn
why the punishments seems to be so unevenly adminis
tered. The report is hardly a secret — a copy was given to
the SBA.
CLASSROOM HARASSMENT: It appears that
sexual harassment rules — including those which prohibit
a "hostile environment" — are now about to be applied to
the classroom. The punishment for violation can include
expulsion, and complaints can be made anonymously. This
obviously could have a serious impact on discussions about
gender-sensitive topics like rape, affirmative action, etc.
Isn't this also something students might like to know about
before it is imposed on them?
RECRUITMENT: Students were never told why
plans were scuttled to have Fall 2000 classes start one week
later so that GWU law students could participate — along
with their colleagues from Georgetown and perhaps other
law schools - in a week-long job fair with numerous in
terviews from firms attracted to the idea of having a large
number of students free to meet with them throughout the
day.
PLANNING: Although the faculty is about to hold

Advertise in Nota Bene
The following are applicable to the 1998-1999 aca
demic year. They represent the price in full, including
the 6 percent District of Columbia sales tax, due to Nota
Bene.
1/8 page, long (2.5" x 8") = $60
(1/8 page also available in wide and square)
1/4 page (5" x 8") = $100
1/2 page (10" x 8") = $175
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several major planning sessions to help decide the schoo
l's
future use of technology, and many other issues of obvious
importance to law students,students apparently know noth
ing about the meeting, and may therefore have virtually
no input into framing the issues and/or influencing their
resolution.
These are only a few of the developments which
have occurred in recent weeks which have never been re
ported in NB. I have tried to note many others in postings
around the school, only to have the postings torn down,
replaced with personal attacks, etc.
This is unfortunate and unfair because, although
I have not hesitated to point out major omissions and er
rors in the entity called the NB, I have never attacked
anyone's character or personal qualities. On the contrary,
I wo uld like to help persuade the current and future edi
tors of NB to produce a better publication featuring more
news of real importance to law students.
If private letters have no impact, and I am denied
the opportunity to have a public letter published where
others can read it, I have little choice but t o use public
postings around the law school toexpress an opinion which
others are free to agree or disagree with, and to provide
specific examples of developments on which NB is simply
not reporting.
However, if you are now reading this letter, per
haps the discourse can again be carried out on the pages
of the Law School's newspaper where it should be. Thank
you for reading.
John F. Banzhaf III, Prof, of Law

Nota Bene would like toproffer that the institutional
memory of this law school is rather short, and every year
there is an almost complete turnover in the staff of Nota
Bene. First, if Professor Banzhaf has attended meetings
called by the paper in the past, he has not attended one in
at least the last two years. Second, if Professor Banzhaf
has written "private" letters, not one of the current edi
tors has received them. Finally, if Professor Banzhaf took
a poll five years ago about whether students would like to
see "more hard news" in the paper, who w ouldn't say
"yes"? Did he ask whether students would like to see more
movie reviews? More submissions from professors (or as
he calls them "professor puffs")? Professor Banzhaf has
offered no evidence of his research methods, sample size,
questions asked, control techniques or, frankly, existence,
of this so-called "survey." Has he taken a poll on any of
the students who currently read Nota Bene.
Perhaps what Professor Banzhaf does not realize is
that students already have a mechanism in place to fix
dissatisfaction with the law school paper—they join the
staff.

took umbrage that his postings alone were being tar
geted, and demanded to know upon what authority
Williams was acting.
It became apparent, however, that Williams
was striving to ignore the Professor's repeated de
mands. Finally, visibly controlling himseff Will
iams turned to the Professor and told him to "get a
life."
Later Williams, still irritated, while compos
ing the email on this matter which was eventually
received by th e entire school, commented that the
Professor's attacks are fruitless.
"If he thinks he is helping, he is just wrong.
Nota Bene is a thankless job. I sent him a personal
email explaining that his attacks are taken person
ally by the staff. Then he started attacking the SBA,
and I took that personally!"
According to Williams, these attacks run con
trary to the notion of an academic community and
furthermore, his alleged "hard news" stories are fre
quently "moot, incomplete or inscrutable to a stu
dent reporter."
Referring to some recent allegations of the Pro
fessor, Williams asked, "if a professor is improperly
changing his or her grades, how is a student sup
posed to find this out? Is the professor going to
openly admit a violation of policy? If Professor
Banzhaf knows that one of his colleagues is violat
ing grading policy, it is his duty to report i t."
Professor Banzhaf, visibly taken aback by the
confrontation with Williams, stated that he felt that
targeting his postings was contrary to the notion of
an academic community.
"Are we to censor ideas solely because we
don't agree with them?" Professor Banzhaf asked.
Williams suggested that these attacks are not
the behavior the school should look for or tolera
te in
professors. "He could be attacking his own students.
If he wants to help, there are ways to properly men
tor students. This is not one of them. Professor
Banzhaf wants to turn the paper into The National
Enquirer, people read Nota Bene, people like it"
Indeed, one of his colleagues present immedi
ately offered that her favorite column is Matt Geller's
"Shouts from the Balcony," a column which has
drawn specific fire from the Professor.
Williams argues that GWLaw isa tuition based
school and the Professor is attacking those who ac
tually pay him. "It is like joining a firm and attack
ing the partners."
Citing a recent allegation made by the Profes
sor regarding seven students disciplined or expelled

k k k
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Studying for the Bar, Literally: is the SBA '.s Dry policy all wet?
BV JENNY SPU TTER

Opinions Editor
Have you ever felt left out in law
school because you don't drink?
The way to get your money's worth
at an SBA activity is to hit the Open bar.
But what about the students who don't
drink? How do they feel about law school
activities: left out in the cold or just one of
the crowd?
Andrew Ainsworth, 2L, was surprised
by t he amount of alcohol consumption he
found in law school. "I had a lot of ques
tions, and I still do, about why the school
makes a point of providing alcohol at so
cial activities. What bothers me most,
though, is the lack of non-alcoholic alter
natives. At Thirsty Thursdays there is a
scarcity of nonalcoholic drinks. They usu
ally run out after the first few minutes."
It's difficult for the SBA to please
everyone. Andrea Agathoklis, Program
Board Director for the SBA, describes the
SBA's efforts. "Eveiy SBA event carries a
non-alcoholic alternative - the individual
need only choo;.e not to drink. It i s never

mandatory that to gain
the Halloween party miss
entry into any Bar Re
out on at least oneof the ben
view, Barrister's Buzz,
efits. the open bar.
Halloween Party or any
Ainsworth considered
other SBA event that you
Barrister's Ball's price tag to
be the most outrageous. "I
drink alcohol."
have to choose between pur
Certainly there are
chasing the expensive ticket
plenty of students who
and thereby paying for gal
show up to law school
lons of alcohol I won't drink,
events in order to drink.
or not going at all. Why
Agathoklis cites high
can't the school offer a nonturnout to the Barrister's
drinker ticket and just putan
Ball as proof of this.
X on theticket holder's hand
Other students
to prevent him from drink
have been satisfied with
Andrea Agathoklis,
ing alcohol that he didn't
the alternative provi
Program Board
pay for?"
sions. Robert Jones com
Director for the SBA
Agathoklis contends
mented, "I have no com
that there is nopractical way
plaints. They've done
just fine. In truth, sometimes the non-al to offer different tickets to events. "There
coholic stuff lasts longer thanthe beer. And is simply no workable enforcement mecha
who knows what they put in generic Cola nism to insure those who paya reduced cost
enjoy reduced benefits," she explains.
anyway?"
If the non-drinkers at law school are
In a way, law school events are a kind
in the minority, should they then have to of training ground for social life as a grown
subsidize the rest of the school's drinking? up lawyer. The problem students like
Students who buy tickets to events such as Ainsworth have with law school may be a

problem they have with the entire profes
sion.
"I wonder how much institutions like
law schools who put their official stamp of
approval on alcohol consumption are to
blame for the irresponsible drinking habits
that claim so many lives," stated
Ainsworth.
Ultimately it is the students who plan
law school events. Therefore, Agathoklis
encourages those who are interested in see
ing different events from the SBA to get
involved. "As Program Board Director, I
implore those who have the willingness,
desire, and follow-through to organize ad
ditional and innovative events to step for
ward and begin."
Interested students can contact An
drea Agathoklis, 2L Day.

"If you like laws and sausages,
you should never watch either
one being made."
-Otto von Bismarck
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FEATURES
WHO WANTS TO BE A TWENTYFIVEDOLL^RAIRE- OSCAR CONTEST
BEST PICTURE
American Beauty
The Cider House Rules
The Green Mile
The Insider
The Sixth Sense
BEST DIRECTOR
Lasse Haflstrom, The Cider House
Rules
Spike Jonze, Being John Malkovich
Michael Mann, The Insider
Sam Mendes, American Beauty
M. Night Shyamaian, The Sixth
Sense
BEST LEAD ACTOR
Russell Crowe, The Insider
Richard Famsworth, The Straight
Story
Sean Penn, Sweet and Lowdown
Kevin Spacey, American Beauty
Denzel Washington, The Hurricane

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
Michael Caine, The Cider House
Rules
Tom Cruise, Magnolia
Michael Clarke Duncan, The Green
Mile
Jude Law, The Talented Mr. Ripley
Haley Joel Osment, The Sixth Sense
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Toni Collette, The Sixth Sense
Angelina Jolie, Girl, Interrupted
Catherine Keener, Being John
Malkovich
Samantha Morton, Sweet and
Lowdown
Chloe Sevigny, Boys Don't Cry

BEST SONG
"Blame Canada", Trey Parker and
Marc Shaiman, South Park; Bigger.
Longer, & Uncut
"Music of My Heart", Diane
BEST LEAD ACTRESS
Warren, Music of the Heart
Annette Benning, American Beauty "Save Me", AimeeMann,
Janet McTeer, Tumbleweeds
Magnolia
Julianne Moore, The End of the
"When She Loved Me", Randy
Affair
Newman, Toy Story 2
Meryl Streep, Music of the Heart
"You'll Be In My Heart", Phil
Hilary Swank, Boys Don't Cry
Collins, Tarzan

Your Name:
Your Year:
Your Phone:

SCREENPLAY—ORIGINAL
Magnolia
American Beauty
Being John Malkovich
Topsy-Turvy
The Sixth Sense

DOCUMENTARY
Buena Vista Social Club
Genghis Blues
On the Ropes
One Day in September
Speaking in Strings
ORIGINAL SCORE
American Beauty
Angela's Ashes
The Cider House Rules
The Red Violin
The Talented Mr. Ripley

SCREENPLAYADAPTATION
; The Cider House Rules
Election
The Green Mile
The Insider
The Talented Mr. Ripley

VISUAL EFFECTS
The Matrix
Star Wars: Episode I—The
Phantom Menace
Stuart Little

CINEMATOGRAPHY
American Beauty
The End of the Affair
The Insider
Sleepy Hollow
Snow Falling on Cedars
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FILM
All About My Mother (Spain)
Caravan (Nepal)
East-West (France)
Solomon and Gaenor (UK/
Wales)
Under the Sun (Sweden)

MAKEUP
Austin Powers: The Spy Who
Shagged Me
Bicentennial Man
Life
Topsy-Turvy
COSTUME DESIGN
Anna and the King
Sleepy Hollow

The Talented Mr. Ripley
Titus
Topsy-Turvy
SOUND
The Green Mile
The Insider
The Matrix
The Mummy
Star Wars: Episode I—The
Phantom Menace
SOUND EFFECTS EDITING
Fight Club
The Matrix
Star Wars: Episode I—The
Phantom Menace
FILM EDITING
American Beauty
The Cider House Rules
The Insider
The Matrix
The Sixth Sense
TIE-BREAKING QUESTION
(If needed)
How many Oscars will
American Beauty walk away
with?

Circle your picks and put this form in Matt Geller's (2L day) box, or e-mail them to mgeller@Iaw.gwu.edu.

HEAT

You are invited to attend

ORAL ARGUMENTS FOR THE 2000
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
MOOT COURT COMPETITION!
Review the problem at
http://www. law. gwu. edu/facweb/sschooner/moot-probOO

1st Round: Saturday, March 25, 9:00 a.m., 10:45 a.m.,
1:00 p.m., 2:45 p.m., GW Law School
Semi-finals: Saturday, April 1, 9:00 a.m., 10:45 a m.,
1:00 p.m., 2:45 p.m., GW Law School

Final Round: Tuesday, April 11, 6:00 p.m.
Howard T Markey National Courts Building
717 Madison Place, Washington, D C.

This year's competition sponsored by:

McKenna & Cuneo, L.L.P.
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Williams does agree with the Profes
sor on one count: more "hard news would
for academic violation, Williams turned be received well by the students if it is both
over the report upon which the claims are interesting and accurate." To that end he
suggested that Nota Bene report which
based.
That report, written as required un "professor has the most complaints logged
der the GW Law Policy on Academic In against him? Which professor is repeat
tegrity (as amended), reveals that the seven edly voted down in the faculty meetings?"
Professor Banzhaf suggested, in turn,
violations are for the period from January
1998 through June 1999. The violations that Nota Bene request a copy of a years
included three charges of academic dishon worth of faculty meeting minutes and find
esty-falsification of academic documents- out what exactly the SBA has done with
knowingly making a false statement, con their votes. "I have no stake in the matter.
cealing material information on the Appli If it turns out they represent the interests of
cation for Admission; one charge of aca students, they deserve to be congratulated,
demic dishonesty-submitting as his/her own if not, it deserves to be known."
Students, as well as professors, are
the work product of another student; and
three charged of academic dishonesty-pla- always welcome to submit editorials and
suggestions to Nota Bene box in the
Record's Office. Professor Banzhaf has
promised both a submission and to at least
"Get a life"
consider a moratorium on his postings.

FROM PAGE

-Former SBA President
Nathan Williams

giarism of work.
Each charge carried sanctions rang
ing from permanent letters of reprimand
form the Dean in the student's law school
file to rejection of the work product involved
to a notation of "Academic DishonestyCourse Work" on the student's transcript.
None of the students were expelled
and the most serious charge of "verbatim
plagiarism" resulted in a failing grade and
a disqualification from further study. While
this student was unable to graduate due to
lack of credits and barred from further en
rollment, he or she was not expelled.
Pursuant to the Policy on Academic
Integrity, copies of the report were distrib
uted to all law school deans, faculty, and
the President of the SBA. The report, pre
pared by Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
Renee DeVigne, is available upon request
to any GW Law student.

SKILLS FROM
PAGE 1
tomated resources.
Students will also learn how to con
duct research in particular areas of law.
Law and Rhetoric will be taught by Profes
sor Sloan as a three-unit course and sh
e will
discuss classical and contemporary rhetori
cal theory in legal argument.
A fourth course, Advanced Advocacy,
remains to be approved due to its possible
overlap with the Appellate Practice course
currently on the curriculum.
The administration is currently seek
ing faculty and student input concerning
the proposed requirement.
Because the law school currently has
no upper-division courses specifically de
voted to research and writing, three new
classes were added to the GW mix: Legal
Drafting, Advance Legal Research and Law
and Rhetoric.
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FROM THE IMMIGRATION CLINIC...
BY: PROFESSOR AL BERTO MAN UEL B ENITEZ

On April 24, 1996, and September 30, 19%, re
spectively, President Clinton signed into law the Antiter
rorism and Effective Death Penalty Act ("AEDPA") and
the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsi
bility Act ("IIRIRA"). Both of these pieces of legislation
amended the Immigration & Nationality Act ("INA") in
drastic ways. Among other things, the legislation elimi
nated all statutory judicial review of removal orders, and it
broadened the categories of aliens subject to mandatory de
tention without parole. IIRIRA was especially egregious
in that it repealed discretionary relief from removal for most
aliens with criminal convictions, including long-time law
ful permanent residents, and it inserted into the INA the
provision that this repeal applies "regardless of whether
the conviction was entered before, on, or after September
30, 1996."
The American Immigration Lawyers Association
("AILA") is in the midst of a campaign to "Fix '96". AILA
asks interested persons to write to their Senators and Rep
resentatives, and to urge them to support ameliorative leg
islation that will restore basic fairness to the INA. One
bipartisan bill, H.R. 1485, aims to provide relief for certain
long-time lawful permanent residents who would otherwise
be removed from the U.S. without a hearing. Attached is a
sample letter. Please write today.

The Honorable (full name)
(Rm. #)
(name of) House Office
Building
United States House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative
:
We write to urge your support for H.R.
1485, a bipartisan bill restoring basic fairness
to American immigration laws by providing
relief from deportation for certain long-time
legal residents subject to deportation because
of harsh provisions enacted in the 1996 im
migration laws.
In 1996, Congress passed and the President signed
into law two pieces of legislation purporting to deal with
illegal immigration. Three years since, it is clear that the
Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibil
ity Act (IIRIRA) and Antiterrorism and Effective Death
Penalty Act (AEDPA) have had severe and unintended
consequences, subjecting thousands of long-time legal
residents to deportation. The '96 immigration laws en
acted, among other changes, the following provisions:
retroactive expansion of the definition of a deportable of
fense, repeal of.the discretionary relief available for those
subject to deportation, repeal of an immigrant's right to
seek judicial review, and provisions mandating detention

without the possibility of parole for certain immigrants
charged with a deportable offense.
The 19% immigration laws have destroyed Ameri
can families byindefinitely separating U.S. citizen spouses,
children and parents from their legal resident family mem
bers. We strongly urge you to support H.R1485 and other
legislation that shortly will be introduced that will address
our concerns. It is a bipartisan and balanced approach,
addressing some of the '96 law's harshest provisions. This
legislation would restore much needed basic fairness and
due process to U.S. immigration policy.
Sincerely yours,
XX
CC: (Representative's District Offices)

TWenty
Questions
By Angelia Wade
1. Have you ever thought of marrying
someone you met in law school?
2. Do you think we did enough complaining in
the last issue?
3. Why can't all classes be pass/fail?
4. Who pays for all the CDO's copying when
we can't even get free laser printing in the
library?
5. Who thought making up class on a holiday
was a good idea?
6. Have you ever answered a professor's
question with "If it doesn't fit you must
acquit?"
7. Who still goes up the downstairs and down
the upstairs? Confess!
8. Do you ever long for the chance to pass a
friend on the stairs in the library?
9. Mommy, what's a dot matrix printer?
10. If you kiss someone who has bad breath is
that an oral argument?
11. Who are the people who arrive here at 5:00
a m. and get the good parking spaces in
front of the school?
12. By now have you figured out that we are
really close to the hospital? (I hear sirens)
13. Who would have been willing to accept
candy from the SB A candidates if they
could have passed it out?
14. Shouldn't the hard lounge have a disco
ball?
15 Why am I always hearing about stuff this
school has but I don't know where it is?
16. Will I ever see my refund check?
17. Shouldn't the 2nd floor of the library be
changed to the Alverson social room?
18. Is the Great Room in the library really all
that great?
19. Who likes to sit next to those yellow trash
barrels in the hard lounge?
20. Do you really care what the 20th question
is?

Dear Brenda & Kelly: Myfriend and I got drunk
at Barrister's and kissed. Does that make me a les
bian?

tion. Add a baked potato and you have yourself some
goodeatin'.
K: Eww, I don't eat meat. I have some great reci
pes for tofu but since DC defines a great restaurant as a
K: Hmm... let mejust check my "How to Make a steakhouse, I'll just keep those to myself
Ok, I didn't always not eat meat, so here you go.
Lesbian" book. Let's see...take one kiss, a close hug,
some reruns of"Ellen" and three sexual fantasies... add (If at all possible, everyone should stop eating those
water, stir and presto! Instant lesbian. If only it were boneless skinless blobs that are supposed to be chicken.
that easy. My preevo male friends wouldn't need porno! Buy chicken that looks like chicken.)
Odds are that you probably are not a lesbian if this was
Raspberry Chicken
your only gay experience. However, if this was the
2 chicken breasts
best kiss of your life and, in fact, better than any kiss
2 tablespoons sweet butter
you've ever received from any guy ever... well, you get
V* cup finely chopped yellow onion
the idea. In general, it seems our generation has been
4 tablespoons raspberry vinegar
less amenable to strict categories of gay, straight orbi.
'/< cup chicken broth
There are a lot of gen x-ers who experiment with their
%
cup heavy cream or Creme Fraiche
sexuality before settling on a team. Of course, it could
1
tablespoon
canned crushed tomatoes
just be that I'm from California...
16 fresh raspberries (optional)
B: As if the answer was a simple yes or no. I
don't think one kiss makes youanything. I have known
lesbians who occasionally have sex with men but could
Cut each chicken breast into halves. Flatten each
never fall in love with one. I have also heard of girls half by pressing it gently with the palm of your hand.
experimenting heavily in college and then upon gradu
Melt butter in a large skillet. Raise the heat, add
ation, getting hitched to Mr. Right. Personally, I think the halves, and cook for about 3 minutes per side, or
you got lost in the moment (although how you man until they are lightly colored. Remove from skillet and
aged to get drunk at Barrister's with those drink lines reserve.
is beyond me!) But if you're still thinking about that
Add the onion to the fat in the pan and cook,
kiss and entertaining fantasies about how it might hap covered, over low heat until tender, about 15 minutes.
pen again, maybe you should think about seeing where
Add the vinegar, raise the heat and cook, uncov
this might lead. Why not experiment a little? Better ered, stirring occasionally, until vinegar is reduced to a
that you find out how you reallyfeel about women now syrupy spoonful. Whisk in the chicken stock, cream
than waking up one morning next to your investment and crushed tomatoes and simmer for 1 minute.
banker husband wishing he had bigger tits and a youReturn halves to the skillet and simmer them gen
tly until they are just done and the sauce has been re
know-what you-know-where.
duced and thickened slightly, about 5 minutes.
Dear Brenda & Kelly: Do you have any good
Remove halves with aslotted spoon. Add the rasp
recipes for chicken?
berries to the sauce in the skillet and cook over low
heat for 1 minute.
B: I'm a terrible cook but I watched my mother
Pour sauce over halves and serve immediately.
2 to 4 portions.
stick a whole chicken in the oven once with nothing
but some salt, pepper and butter and creating perfec

fyOrife fa

Cdiyenda and ddoe//y wti/i yowr coneenm,

aMaxotied, dray fircA/emd, amyl/iiny you I'i/ce, mid if
you're /uc/cy, tAede hue- Au/idfew may even rea/vcrncl/
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Legal Clinics Sponsor Open House
.

The Law School's Community Legal Clinics have
already begun4o gear up for the Spring 2000 registration
process. Students who will be 2Ls or 3Ls next fall are eli
gible fora wide variety of truly exceptional clinical courses.
Some of these courses may have special prerequisites and
require a two semester commitment. In the coming weeks
representatives from various clinics will be staffing the
information desks located in the entrance alcove of the
Burns Library to assist interested students. In addition, on
Tuesday, March 21", from 3:00-6:00 PM the Clinics will
hold a general open house where faculty and students will
be on hand to answer questions about their programs and
the particular procedures for participating. The Open House
(refreshments included!) will be held in Room L -201. If
you are considering taking one of these courses you should
make every effort to attend this session.
The following is a list of t he clinics and what they
do:
Administrative Advocacy Clinic (Law 632)
Students in the Administrative Advocacy Clinic have
primary responsibility, under faculty supervision, for in
terviewing, counseling and representing low-income, eld
erly and disabled clients before federal and local adminis
trative agencies. Students will advocate before the Social
Security Administration and other agencies forclients seek
ing disability benefits, retirement benefits, food stamps,
benefits under the Temporary Assistance to Needy Fami
lies program, or compensation as a crime victim. Student
advocacy may involve oral argument and examination of
witnesses before federal Administrative Law Judges and
local hearing examiners. Students may also participate in
federal or local welfare rights litigation projects, law re
form projects or legislative advocacy.
Students are required to attend a weekly seminar on
Wednesdays from
3:00-4:50. The seminar will include lectures on
public entitlement programs, interviewing, counseling and
advocacy exercises and guest speakers. Students are ex
pected to meet individually each week with clinical fac
ulty and are encouraged to do so as often as necessary.
The clinic is offered on a two or three hour H, P, LP or NC
basis. Students are expected to work on clinical matters,
including the seminar, for ten hours a week for two credits
and fifteen hours a week for three credits. There are no
prerequisites to the course. Admission to the clinic re
quires permission of the instructors and submission of the
form contained in the registration materials. Students who
simultaneously work, for pay or as volunteers, for the fed
eral or District governments may have a conflictand should
advise the clinical faculty when signing up for the course.
For further information, contact Professors Jeffrey Gutman
or Lynn Cunningham at 994-7463.

<

i

1

J:

...AV.

parties who help local consumers resolve disputes with
businesses by facilitating agreements reached through the
mediation process. Students perform intake interviews,
provide information and referrals, identify interests and
priorities of the parties, generate and narrow options, and
craft settlement terms. Clinic cases include a wide variety
of consumer disputes: home improvement contracts, credit
issues, debt collection, defective goods and services, auto
mobile repair and purchase, loans, travel packages, mail
orders, utilities, etc. Student-mediators develop problemsolving techniques as they learn about federal and state
consumer laws. For 2 cr edits, students devote 10 hours/
week to the Mediation Clinic including phone hours. Stu
dents must attend a mandatory weekly 2-hour seminar and
must present a brief paper analyzing one mediation case.
Students work under the guidance of a clinical professor
with administrative assistance from experienced third-year
Student Directors. Permission of the instructor required
prior to registration. The grade of H, P, LP, or NC is given
for this course. Students may enroll concurrently in this
course and Law 633 only permission of both instructors.
(Fall and Spring)

Annlipontc mnct fill nnt 9
meetings are also required. Applicants
must fill out a writ
ten application and meet with Professor Meieror DeSanctis.
For further information, contact Professors DeSanctis or
Meier at 994-7463.
mAalinnr oro oIca ronnirp/l
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Domestic Violence Emergency
Department Clinic (Law 629)

The Domestic Violence E.D. Clinic (ED Clinic) is
the new non-litigation sister clinic to the Domestic Vio
lence Clinic made possible by a grant program under the
Violence Against Women Act. Students in the ED Clinic
staff the GW Domestic Violence Emergency Department
Project, a joint project of the law school and George Wash
ington and Providence hospitals in which law students are
trained to respond to patients in the emergency room who
have experienced domestic violence. Students may also
participate in trainings of Emergency Department person
nel on domestic violence and legal and social resources.
Students are also required to engage in court observations.
Students are also invited to assist in limited respects in the
litigation of cases in the Domestic Violence Clinic.
Students in this clinic will participate periodically
in
the
Domestic Violence Clinic seminar, to learn about
CONSUMER MEDIATION CLINIC:
the
law,
p sychology and sociology of domestic violence,
Community Dispute Resolution
and
interviewing
and counseling skills. The ED Clinic
Center Project (Law 620 Section 26)
also meets separately (occasionally on Fridays) and for
Students who enroll in the Consumer Mediation initial full-day training, case rounds and skill development.
This clinic provides students with an excellent in
Clinic for 3 credits must sign up for this separate section
troduction
to the field of domestic violence, and an inter
which allows them to conduct mediations for the new Com
disciplinary
and system reform approach to this major so
munity Dispute Resolution Center (CDRC), a joint project
cial
problem.
It also offers valuable experience and back
of the Law School and the non-profit Center for Dispute
ground
to
students
interested in joining the Domestic Vio
Settlement. For the additional credit, students conduct comediations of interpersonal disputes referred by agencies lence Litigation Clinic and doing in-court litigation. The
and organizations in the community. Students conduct clinic is offered for 2 pass-fail credits. ED Clinic students
their co-mediations under the supervision of the clinical must be able to participate in selected sessions of the Do
professor. Students should expect to devote an additional mestic Violence Clinic seminar which meets weekly on
4 hours per week to this component. There is also a inten Wednesdays, from 3:00-4:50, and in occasional additional
sive training session during a weekend before commenc ED Clinic meetings(on some Fridays). Students should also
ing community co-mediations. Additional course require expect to be on call by pager pursuant to a schedule to be
ments include written reflections on co-mediations and out- determined, which will include 24-hour periods. Open to
of-class videotaped simulations. Law 620, Section 25 is a all 2Ls and 3Ls; no pre-requisites. Outside Placement may
be taken simultaneously only with permission of the pro
co-requisite.
fessor. Applicants must fill out a written application, meet
with Student Director Heather Fish, and participate in a
Domestic Violence Litigation Clinic
group
interview with Professor Meier. For more informa
(Law 628)
tion,
contact
Student Director Heather Fish or Professor
The Domestic Violence Litigation Clinic offers stu
Joan
Meier
at
994-7463.
dents experience with lawyering for social change while
providing needed representation to victims of domestic
Health Rights Clinic-Health Insurance Counsel
violence. Under faculty supervision, students represent
victims of domestic violence seeking protection orders and ing Project (Law 631)
The Health Rights Clinic (Health Insurance Coun
enforcing such orders in criminal contempt proceedings.
Students interview and counsel clients, draft pleadings and seling Project) is a clinical program of the law school and
prepare and try cases in the D.C. Superior Court. Although is supported by a grant from the Health Care Financing
Civil Litigation Clinic (Law 624)
Administration of the U.S. Department of Health and Hu
Low-income clients needing representation in the the bulk of client representation is civil, students also work
man Services. The clinic provides information, assistance
D C. Court system rely on the services provided by the with the U.S. Attorney's Office and other agencies of the
and
representation to elderly and disabled Medicare and
Civil and Family Litigation Clinic. The program is open criminal justice system concerning parallel criminal pros
Medicaid
individuals primarily in the District of Colum
only to third year students. Students must commit them ecutions. All cases are prepared for trial and students may
selves to participating for both the fall and spring semes participate in one or more trials during the semester. This bia.
Second and third-year students who participate in
ters. A minimum of si xteen hours per week must be d e Clinic emphasizes an interdisciplinary approach to under
the
clinic
will be expected to learn substantive law in the
voted to the course, for which four graded credits will be standing domestic violence and working with clients. A
areas
of
Medicare,
Medicaid, private insurance, and fed
awarded. Court-certified students gain substantial experi clinical psychologist co-teaches and consults on the cases
eral
health
insurance
benefits, including the Federal Em
ence in interviewing and counseling clients, drafting plead and assists students in developing their interviewing and
ployees'
Health
Benefit
program (FEHBA), and the Civil
ings, developing discovery, preparing cases for trial, con counseling skills, and a psychology graduate student teams
ian
Health
Assistance
Program for Military Personnel
ducting examinations of witnesses and arguing cases un with the law students on the cases to provide counseling
(CHAMPUS).
They
will
answer specific questions from
der the close supervision of the Clinic attorney.Many types and other forms of case support.
callers
regarding
eligibility
and benefits of these programs.
Students are also invited to participate in the Emer
of family cases are handled (divorce, custody, child sup
In
addition,
students
will assist clinic attorneys in
port and alimony), as well as a variety of other matters gency Department Project whereby students respond to
developing
legal
remedies
to
aid clients in resolving medi
including Civil Division and Small Claims cases. Pro patients in the GW emergency room who have been abused,
cal
debts
and
to
ensure
favorable
coverage determinations
spective third year students who apply for the Clinic must (see description of Domestic Violence Emergency Depart
for
these
clients.
They
will
be
expected
.o assist low-in
submit a written application and speak with the supervi ment Clinic below).
come
individuals
in
applying
for
Medicaid
and assist in
The required 2-hour seminar focuses on the law and
sor. For further information, contact Professor Joan Strand
resolving issues of eligibility for this program. Second
psychology
of
domestic
violence,
the
development
of
law
at 994-7463. A weekly seminar is held Wednesdays, 3:00and third year students will have an opportunity to repre
4 50 p. m.This clinic may not be taken simultaneously with yering skills, and lawyering for social change. This clinic
sent clients at administrative hearings before federal Ad
is
a
one
semeste
r
clinic,
which
is
open
to
secon
d
and
thirdany other clinic, or with Outside Placement (Law 633)
ministrative Law Judges.
year
students
with
permission
of
the
professor.
(Due
to
the
except with written permission from Professor Strand.
Students will gain first-hand experience in working
pre-requisites,
second-year
students
are
only
eligi
b
le
in
the
Prerequisites are Criminal Law, Evid ence and Civil and
with
the
D.C. Department of Human Services, Medicare
Criminal Procedure; Trial Advocacy is strongly recom spring semester.) Students should plan to devote approxi
carriers
and
intermediaries and other government agen
mately 16-20 hours per week to this clinic, although when
mended Clinic enrollment is limited
cies
and
to
discover
how the health nsurance
i
system works
preparing for trial more time is often required. Students
for
individual
clients.
Students
may
also
get
the opportu
receive 4 graded credits. This clinic may not be taken
Consumer Mediation Clinic
nity
to
work
with
clinic
attorneys
to
develop
law reform
simultaneously with an Outside Placement. Pre-requisites
(2 or 3 credits) Law 620, Section 25
strategies
to
address
clients'
problems
with
Medicare
and
This is an Alternative Dispute Resolution program are Evidence, Civil and Criminal Procedure; Trial Advo
Medicaid
benefits.
and the only law school mediation clinic in D C. Open to cacy and Family Law are recommended. The seminar
Students will be graded on their ability to work with
ly supervision
second-and third-year students. Students act as neutral third meets on Wednesday, 3:00-4:50 p.m; v
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clients as well as to demonstrate initiative in understand
ing and addressing clients' questions or problems. Stu
dents are expected to perform two hours of intake per week,
attend the weekly two-hour seminar (Mondays from 1:00
to 2:50) and to write a short paper during the course of the
semester on a topic of interest to them or legal research
project to develop new or novel approaches to address cli
ents' problems. A time commitment of ten hours per week
is expected of the students. In some instances, students
may be asked to perform home visits or attend appoint-'
ments at the Department of Human Services, Social Secu
rity or other local D C. agencies. The clinic is offered on a
two hour H, P, LP o r NC basis. For further information,
contact Professor Penelope Lantz at 739-0668.
Immigration Clinic (Law 630)
This clinic represents persons (aliens) that the Im
migration and Naturalization Service (INS) is trying to
remove from the United States. No other D.C.-area law
school handles the variety and volume of immigration
matters that this clinic does.
Cases are referred to the clinic by the immigration
court, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, private
attorneys, and community organizations. Clients are from
all over the world, so it's helpful if students speak lan
guages other than English, although it's not required they
do so. Students are given substantial responsibility for
their clients' cases, and in appropriate circumstances, rep
resent them in open court.
Students should expect to work approximately fif
teen hours per week on their cases. This clinic must be
taken for 3 credits, on an H, P, LP , NC basis. There is a
prerequisite, Immigration Law #538 or its equivalent at
another law school, that must be completed prior to regis
tering in this clinic, and permission of the professor is re
quired. For further information contact Professor Alberto
Manuel Benftez, at (202) 994-7463.
Small Business Clinic (Law 621)
The Small Business Clinic provides free start-up le
gal assistance to area businesses, artists and non-profit or
ganizations. Nationally, it is the oldest law school Small
Business Clinic and cases are referred from the U.S. Small
Business Administration, local community development
corporations, and others in the business community. The
Clinic's two primary goals are to give students practical
experience in creating legal structures for new businesses
and assisting local area entrepreneurs through the legal
requirements of starting a new business.
Students will gain practical experience with client
interviewing, drafting legal documents such as articles of
incorporation and bylaws; articles of organization and op
erating agreements for limited liability companies; con
tracts, and providing basic tax and counseling on business
regulation issues. Students work closely with the super
vising attorney in conducting interviews, researching, and
drafting legal documents.
Through the Community Economic Development
Project of the SBC, some students may work with non
profit groups whose mission is to help low-income com
munities create jobs, self-employment and other self help
initiatives in small business such as microlending.
A weekly seminar is held Mondays 3:00-4:50 p.m.
to review specific aspects of business law and non-profit
law which are pertinent to the cases in the clinic. Periodi
cally, guest speakers will address the seminar on areas of
specialization. Additionally, students in the clinic will
present the cases they are currently working on to the su
pervising attorney and fellow participants in the clinic.
This gives students the opportunity to share individual case
strategies and tactics and allows the other seminar partici
pants to benefit from each student's experience.
Clinic enrollment is limited to 10 students. Prereq
uisites include Corporations and Federal Income Tax. The
course may be taken for 2,3,or 4 credit hours and is based
on 10, 15 or 20 hours of clinic work per week. The course
is graded on an H, P, LP, or NC basis. Students who have
taken this clinic have found that the nature of their work
has helped them to gain a practical understanding of the
business related courses they have taken. Applicants must
fill out a written application. For more information, please
contact Professor Susan R. Jones at 994-7463.
The Federal, Criminal,
and Appellate Clinic (Law 625)
In this clinic students represent clients primarily in
direct appeals from criminal convictions. Students develop
written and oral advocacy skills, as well as counseling ex
perience and tactical judgment. Students interested in trial

work have the opportunity to study, in depth, the trial of a
serious case. They establish relationships with clients, re
view trial transcripts, prepare briefs and make oral argu
ments. Clinic students primarily appear in the appellate
courts of Maryland and the District of Columbia. Students
must commit an average of 20 hours per week, although
work load fluctuates. A weekly seminar includes reading
assignments, role-playing and other simulations, as well
as written exercises. Students may have additional projects,
involving prison populations and/or assignments assist
ing outside lawyers not exceeding ten hours a week when
the student is not writing a brief. Clinic members must
have completed Law 230 and 360. Open to third year
students with permission of the instructor. Must be taken
for 4 graded credits per semester for the full academic year.
Interested students should speak with Professor Anne
Olesen at 994-7343. (Two hour weekly seminar Thursday
3:00 to 4:50 p.m. with additional small group meetings
and supervision).
Vaccine Injury Clinic (Law 626, Sec. 25)
In this clinic, students will represent children and
other individuals who have suffered serious vaccine-related
injuries and who are seeking recovery of damages in trial
and appellate proceedings before the United States Court
of Federal Claims. A weekly two-hour seminar is held on
Mondays, 1:00-2:50 p.m. This seminar focuses on multidisciplinary (medical/legal) training in vaccine injury is
sues, and in lawyering skills, such as client interviewing
and counseling, cross-examination of medical experts, and
effective use of medical reports. Leading experts in the
vaccine area will address the class on a variety of issues.
Students will also evaluate the Claims Court's program as
a model for tort reform.
This clinic is a four-credit graded course. Students
must devote approximately 18 hours per week, and par
ticipate in both the fall and spring semesters. Open to
second and third year students with the permission of the
instructor. Only students who have successfully completed
Law 232 (evidence) will be eligible to represent petition
ers on appeal to the Court of Federal Claims. For further
information, contact Peter Meyers at 994-7463.
The Outside Placement Program (Law 633)
The Outside Placement Program, provides students
with the opportunity to receive academic credit for unpaid
work which they do in public interest, government and
non-profit organizations.
There are numerous listings of internship opportu
nities which have been pre-approved, copies of which are
available in binders outside of Professor Meredith Bow
ers' office, (S410) However, all students must see Profes
sor Bowers, Director of Outside Placement before making
a commitment to an internship which has not been preapproved. Once a student has a commitment from a place
ment, he/she should then follow the procedures outlined
in the Outside Placement packet entitled "Statement of
Objectives for Outside Placement," which also is available
outside of Professor Bowers office or from our web site at
http://www.law. ewu.edu in the academic resources section.
Students are required to take a 2 credit co-requisite
course in addition to their outside placement credits. Pro
fessor Bowers will assign students to the appropriate corequisite. Several co-requisites have limited enrollments
and students are encouraged to see Professor Bowers early
to assure a spot in the appropriate course. This fall the corequisites will be Government Lawyering, the Art of Law
yering, the Craft of Judging, and Public Interest Lawyer
ing. Students may register for internships and the co-req
uisite course through the drop/add period of any given se
mester.
The Outside Placement Program provides students
the opportunity to gain practical legal experience and ap
ply substantive knowledge in an institutional setting. Stu
dents are allowed to receive eight (8) credits for their in
ternships over their law school careers, with a maximum
of four (4) credits in any given semester.
For further information on internships or the intern
ships program please contact Professor Bowers at 9947039.
Howard University Law School Criminal Justice
Clinic (Law 633-Sec.l8)
Each year two third-year G W. Law School students
are selected to participate in a two semester exchange pro
gram with Howard University Law School. Court certified
student participants represent individuals in D C. Supe
rior Court in adult misdemeanor and juvenile misdemeanor
and felony proceedings. They also participate in the Dis

trict of Columbia Domestic Violence Project. Students are
required to attend a two hour seminar given at Howard
University Law School Mondays and Wednesdays from
4:00 pm to 6:00 pm and are exempted from the colloquia
requirement of other Law 633 (Outside Placement) sec
tions. A minimum of 20 hours per week must be devoted
to the course which entails a two semester, commitment
by the student. Prerequisites are Criminal Law, Evidence
and Civil and Criminal Procedure; Trial Advocacy is
strongly recommended. The course is offered on a creditno credit basis for a total of eight credits. For further infor
mation contact Ms. Norma Lament at the Community Le
gal Clinics (994-7463).
Federal Public Defenders Program (Law 633
Sec.17)
A special year-long externship with the Federal Pub
lic Defender for the District of Columbia is available to
four or five students, each receiving a total of eight units
ungraded credit (four per term). Students must commit
for the full year, must attend a two-day orientation before
fall classes begin, and must agree to work an average of 20
hours per week, including a weekly seminar meeting with
Professor Jennifer Lyman at a time to be arranged by the
participants. Externs work with one or two attorneys on
both trial and appellate cases. Experience includes visits
with incarcerated clients, courtroom assistance, participa
tion in client and witness interviews and discovery confer
ences, as well as short-term and long-term research and
writing projects. Students do not, themselves, make court
appearances. Seminar sessions address ethical and law
yering issues, witness interviewing, case strategy and caserelated problems. Open to students upon application, in
terview and with permission of Professor Anne Olesen.
Preference given to third year students.
Clinical Scholarship Available to 2L with public
interest and clinic experience
The Community Legal Clinics is now accepting ap
plications from current second-year students interested in
applying for the Jacob and Charlotte Lehrman Foundation
scholarship for the Clinic's student director position. Un
der the terms of the scholarship, approximately one-half
annual tuition for the third year is awarded to a student
who has demonstrated a commitment to public interest law,
has participated in any of the National Law Center's clini
cal courses, or who will be participating in a clinical course
in his or her third year.
The recipient of the award will act in an administra
tive role as the Clinic's student director for the 2000-01
academic year, as well as be eligible to participate in the
Civil and Family Litigation Clinic (Law 624), Federal and
Appellate Clinic, (Law 625), or VhcrineInjury Project (Law
626). Interested students should prepare a brief (one or
two page) statement describing their interest in public in
terest law and whatever relevant Clinic or other experi
ence they might possess in litigation, case management,
or other legal experience. Qualified students demonstrat
ing a financial need will be given priority consideration.
Applicant statements as well as a current resume,
should be directed to Dean Eric Sirulnik, do Community
Legal Clinics, 2000 G Street N.W., Suite 200 and must be
received by April 17th for consideration. Dean Sirulnik
and his clinical staff will interview applicants and reach a
decision by April 28th.
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